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Security threats are increasing in complexity. 
To manage this complexity, organizations are 
buying multiple point security products from 
different vendors that are not easily integrated. 
Buying from various vendors can get expensive 
and be error prone. Security needs to be 
simplified and easy to use so you can stay 
ahead of bad actors. Similarly, the way you buy 
security must also be simple and flexible. A 
Cisco Security Enterprise Agreement provides 
a simplified buying experience enabling you to 
activate security faster and resources go further. 

Building your Cisco Security Enterprise Agreement 
allows you to experience our comprehensive 
security solutions: Protection, Zero Trust, Cloud & 
Network Security, Security Platform & Response. 
Cisco security products work together, which 
simplifies security to help better defend against 
cyberattacks. Our breadth of security offerings 

Choose Cisco Security 
Enterprise Agreement  
so you can:

• Build comprehensive solutions: 
Create a custom security software 
solution or select from our existing 
security software solutions to address 
your security business needs.

• Activate security fast:  
Easily obtain the security 
technology you need, when you 
need it, without complex and 
lengthy licensing processes or high 
contract minimums — enter for as 
little as $100K total contract value.

• Add more, save more:  
Get price protection and penalty-
free growth, up to 15% built-in, with 
deeper discounts as you add more 
security products to your existing 
agreement.

• Experience flexible payment options: 
Choose to pay for your contract all 
at once or pay annually, as you go, 
over three or five years, with 0% 
financing. No surprise billing with 
over consumption; simply adjust at 
your next billing cycle. 

delivered through our Cisco Security Cloud 
platform provides protection to a customer’s  
entire ecosystem at no additional cost. 

We make it easy to take advantage of Cisco 
security software when you enroll for one of the 
other Cisco solution portfolios covered by the 
Enterprise Agreement, including Networking 
Infrastructure, Collaboration, and Applications 
Infrastructure. Get a holistic security enrollment 
with a single contract, standardized across 
your entire enterprise and with a higher level of 
comprehensive support.

A Cisco Security Enterprise Agreement makes 
staying on top of security software and licenses 
easy with one renewal date to keep track of, lets 
budgets go further, and offers predictable billing 
over time so you can move faster in responding 
to security software needs.
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Cisco Security Enterprise Agreement product terms are:

• Free growth allowance for
qualified products

• Annual true forward—adjust contracts forward
to the next annual cycle,
no retroactive charges

• 0% financing

• Basic support included

• Annual pay as you go
over three or five years

• Geographic availability —
major global markets
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Cisco Security Solutions and Product Suites Available within a Cisco Security Enterprise Agreement
Protection Zero Trust Cloud and Network Security Security Platform Agreement

User Protection Suite Cisco Duo Cisco Umbrella Cisco Secure Endpoint

Cloud Protection Suite Cisco Identity  
Services Engine (ISE)

Secure Service Edge  
(SSE)

Cisco Secure Access Cisco Secure Network 
and Cloud Analytics

Breach Protection Suite Cisco Secure Workload Cisco Secure Firewall

Extended Detection and Response  
(XDR)

Cisco Extended Detection 
and Response (XDR)

Cisco Secure  
Web Appliance Cisco Secure Email

Cisco Vulnerability 
Management

Add-On Cisco Security Products
• AnyConnect (Apex)
• Cisco Secure Malware Analytics
• Cisco Defense Orchestrator

• Cisco Cyber Vision
• Cisco Cloudlock
• Cisco Secure Cloud DDoS Protection
• Cisco Secure Email Threat Defense

• Cisco Security Analytics and Logging
• AMP Private Cloud (AMP virtual private cloud)
• Cisco Talos Incident Response

Start saving through a Cisco 
Security Enterprise Agreement.
Let’s talk today about your top security 
challenges that we can confront together  
by making security software buying simpler 
and more effective.

cisco.com/go/securityEA

https://www.cisco.com/site/us/en/products/security/enterprise-agreement.html



